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MRHS, March, 20, 2023 - 5:30 PM

- **BENDIX: SITE UNSEEN | New York Premiere — DOCUMENTARY SHORTS**
  Anthony Scalia | United States | 2022 | 25:55 mins

  Surrounded by highway traffic sits the unassuming Bendix Diner, owned and operated by John Diakakis. As the blind, single father of three young children who also work at the diner, John attempts to address and overcome his obstacles in order to provide a better life for his family. [TRAILER](#)

- **I WALKED WITH HEROES | New York Premiere — DOCUMENTARY SHORTS**
  Andre Degas | United States | 2022 | 25:00 min

  The emotional story of a Corpsman, an army medic who was stationed with the US Navy in WWII and Korea and the love that saved him from PTSD years after he retired. [TRAILER](#)

- **WE ARE HERE TOO | New York Premiere — DOCUMENTARY SHORTS / WOMEN DIRECTED FILM**
  Julia Reihs, LiLi Zolboo Bayarmagnai | United States | 2022 | 22:57 mins

  During the pandemic, four female-identifying artists of color reflect on how the global health crisis and simultaneous social justice uprisings impact their trajectory and mission as artists in a predominantly white arts community just outside Boston. [TRAILER](#)